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Abstract
The paper describes the design of semantic-
primitive-based lexical consultation system and
the possible processes which will be performed
on a mahine-readable dictionary (MRD) and
corpus to produce a machine-tractable dictionary
---, ~.~.''.~""'.":,y,wliw*~~le corpus automatically.
_ ' .~~'td reources are created during
or after the processes.
Introduction
Nowadays, there are many MRDs, eg., WardNet,
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
(LDOCE), the Merriam-Webster New Pocket
Dictionary and Webster IS Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary, available for the
investigation by large-scale computational
methods about theoretical and practical
concerns.
However, the·knowledge in a MRD is collected
and recorded by lexicographers for human
readers. So MRD cannot be used directly for
natural language processing (NLP) tasks. As a
result, we need to extract out semantic and
syntactic information buried in the :MRD and
encoded these information into MID.
Due to the lacking of linguistic tools that can
process the dictionaries to be a ~or~ tract~b~e
linguistic resources for NLP apphcatlOns, It IS
important to construct such linguistic to?ls for
those languages. These linguistic tools can also
be used to transform text information given in
those languages into a machine-tractable form
which in turn can be used as a useful linguistic
resource for NLP tasks. Apart from that, these
tools can also be adapted to be used in different
application areas such as Virtual school or
electronic government, to produce machine-
tractable mono/multilingual text data upon
request in any. one particular area. In particular,
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is needed
in tackling the problem of lexical ambiguity in
the transformation from machine-readable
source to machine-tractable ·source. This
happens because a word can have more that one
meaning.
1 Linguistic Resources
1.1 Machine-Tractable Dictionary (MTD)
A MID is a dictionary that captures the
information either syntactic and semantic from
MRD. A MID consists of usable format and
highly structured semantic informat!on f.0r.~LP
tasks, e.g. information about semantic prImitIves
and Lexical Conceptual Distance Data (LeOD).
1.2 Semantic Primitive
According to (Wierzbicka, 1972), "any
semanticaily complex word can be explicated by
means of an exact paraphrase composed of
simpler, more intelligible words than the
origina1." These simpler and intelligible words
are known as semantic primitives.
There are two kind of semantic primitive:
prescriptive and descriptive primitive.
Prescriptive semantic .primitives is a set of
semantic - primitives which is defined or
prescribed before the course of designing and
developing a system. The number for
prescriptive semantic primitives always grows
because there is always a word in the language
which cannot be effectively defined by an
available set ofprescriptive semantic primitives.











































